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Isla Sullivan’s family members, that had actually ended up being the focus of the scene, 

were all livid. 

Amongst the Sullivan family members, the youngest kid with the highest level of education, 

Victor Sullivan, was the most successful with his lot of money that was currently over 100 

million dollars. 

After Victor became rich, he did not lose out on benefitting his siblings. He paid all the 

expenses for Andy Sullivan’s researches abroad for several years. 

The heart of a male was never ever material, like a serpent trying to swallow an elephant. 

Not just did these relatives dislike Victor Sullivan, but they had additionally constantly felt 

that he had not given them sufficient. In the past, they could not find an outlet to vent their 

frustration, but since Isla had wed Alex Cohen, they lastly had their opportunity, so they got 

onto this factor and also maintained buffooning them. 

This was just one of the reasons why Victor Sullivan as well as Xena Sanders abhored Alex 

Cohen. 

 

However, it was generally since they felt that Alex was not worthy of their child … 

In the past, when this sort of circumstance occurred, Isla’s household, consisting of Alex, 

would certainly not make a noise. 

On that day, nevertheless, Alex could no more sustain it after a tedious day. He aligned his 

back, grinned, as well as stated to Andy, “It’s great if the feces’s not tall sufficient, my 

elevation can make up for it. Look, even when I’m resting on such a reduced feces, I still look 

taller than you. Andy, I’m 183 cm high. Are you even 170 cm?” 

 

Andy was poked in the injury. His cheeks puffed up and also he decreased his head. 



Victor Sullivan and Xena Sanders, nonetheless, elevated their heads at the same time as well 

as took a look at each other in awe. 

Alex had only taken care of to win this little round, for the 2 of them, it was a long-awaited 

wonderful triumph. 

Isla was likewise rather stunned, but still provided Alex a look and also signaled for him to 

be quiet so as not to cause a larger scene. 

Alex overlooked Isla’s tip and included, “Andy, it’s a genetic problem. It’s not your fault …”. 

After he claimed that, Alex smiled once again and also considered Richard Sullivan, “Right, 

Uncle?”. 

Richard Sullivan’s face dimmed instantly, however he promptly squeezed out a smile and 

skipped right over the topic. 

” Lala, we have actually currently purchased. You’re late. Take a look and see if you intend to 

include more food? You could be bored of consuming these specials, but it’s rare for Alex 

ahead here and hunt a free meal, so he needs to eat a lot more …”. 

Alex saw that the environment was wrong and also covertly composed his mind, “Because 

you guys aren’t going to quit, I’ll have a good time with you!’. 

” Buzz … Buzz …”. 

Alex did not snap back due to the fact that his phone shook. It was Felix Moore that sent 

him a message. 

” Brother, don’t really feel bad, we went to the Preference Of Queen City. It’s too poor you 

really did not come. 

Alex looked ashamed. If he were to bring the team, he would a minimum of most likely to a 

dining establishment with a per capita intake of 200. 

The standard was also low for an 88 each buffet at the Preference of Queen City! 

In order to fluster Felix, Alex checked out the photos and additionally took an image of the 

table. 



He glanced at Alex as well as suddenly, like when Columbus found the new globe, expanded 

his eyes as well as said, “Alex, what period is it? You’re still making use of a phone with such 

a little screen? 

Alex was unconcerned. 

” I just like affordable phones, do you have a trouble keeping that?”. 

” Cynic! Normal cynic! Take a look at mine. It’s the current apple iphone. I bought it as 

quickly as it took place the marketplace. Aren’t you taking pictures? I’ll take one also so you 

can see the distinction between affordable and also Apple!”. 

” What? Does your phone take clear pictures? Well, attempt and also get a photo of the 

logo on my auto keys.”. 

Alex said this as he took out his car keys and also hung it in front of Andy. 

The gold Lamborghini logo design, with a bull ingrained inside the shield, shone brightly 

under the lights. 

With the exception of Isla, almost everyone at the table did not know that Alex had a cars 

and truck as well as came by to look at this rarity. 

Lots of from the older generation did not know what brand it was and also began to talk 

about it. 

Andy acknowledged it at a glance. He was ashamed as well as it was f * cking much better 

not to understand … 

After a couple of minutes, Andy, that was inflamed with his phone, elevated his hand to grip 

his forehead. He said to Isla with a reluctant smile, “Did you buy Alex this vehicle?”. 

Isla drank her head and also replied, “He bought it himself.”. 

” That’s not. I heard from Papa that Alex does not even have a job, so where did he get the 

money?”. 

” That … that says he does not work?”. 



Currently it was Isla’s resort to be embarrassed. Whatever else was great. What she was 

most afraid of was individuals asking Alex concerning his job. 

She was likewise powerless as well as had actually already recommended Alex to discover a 

task. She also got tired of nagging him, yet Alex was still goofing off. 

Richard Sullivan also restored his fighting spirit and said with an odd smile, “Lala, do not be 

so tough-mouthed. Last week, I heard your mom grumble that Alex just understands how to 

deceive around. 

Richard’s spouse echoed in an undermining tone. 

I heard the young single people state that if you do it well, you can earn lots. I feel it must 

be comparable to street asking. 

” Alex, just how much have you made? Why do not you tell us so we can open our eyes?”. 

” Tens a day, only just how much a month? Alex, you’re a huge person. Come help us as a 

guard. It’s 3,000 a month. If you agree to come, I can ask someone to locate connections for 

you. You don’t need to invest any kind of money, simply treat that individual to a dish when 

you earn money …”. 

Alex waited up until Richard’s family had droned on adequate prior to he delicately said, 

“What I do is none of your business, as well as I simply took over a little firm.”. 

Every person present was once again surprised. They all felt that the current Alex Cohen was 

extremely uncommon. 

Richard did not give up as well as asked, “Alex, you’re the one in charge? You should take us 

on a tour at some point. By the way, which company did you take control of?”. 

” You can see for yourself.”. 

Alex had actually completed the transfer treatments with Hudson Lowe earlier that day, so 

he had taken a couple of photos. He clicked the business certificate change image and also 

placed the phone on the turntable in the middle of the table. 

Richard was determined that Alex was bluffing, so he desired to call him out. He never 

thought that Alex Cohen really came to be an employer. 



After he looked down as well as saw the authorized capital, Richard sneered again. 

” The registered resources is just 100,000? How small a business would certainly that be? 

Alex, organization is not good right now. It’s not constantly possible to generate income 

also when you’re the boss. 100,000 is not a small amount for you. You have to unwind. If 

you lose it, will not you still have to depend on Lala to support you?”. 

Alex shrugged his shoulders and also stated, “It’s no loss. I simply pulled in a business today. 

It’s just that the company has just begun, and also business I took is reasonably tiny.”. 

” Exactly how tiny? Thousands? Hundreds?”. 

” 10 million, I think.”. 

” You’re also taking business for a thousand? Alex, you … no delay, just how much did you 

just state? 

” Assist the Wyatt Company refurbish 100 homes.”. 

” Do you assume it’s feasible?”. 

Richard Sullivan could not keep back and prepared to be simple. 

In his point of view, exactly how could a little firm with a licensed resources of only 100,000 

take control of a 10 million company? 

Isla, nevertheless, all of a sudden frowned. 

” Alex, you took over the Greenville service?”. 

Alex was shocked. 

” Just how did you know?”. 

” Our business’s additionally interested in that project, as well as I have actually even had 

contact with the job supervisor, Director Zane. The discussion was going well, but today, 

Director Zane unexpectedly called as well as stated that the task was offered to one more 



firm. I believed it was Sincere Carbon monoxide that had gotten its hands on it, but it was 

you?”. 

” There’s such a situation?”. 

Alex was even extra perplexed as he did not expect Gold Rock to want to take that service. 

This also basically validated that Alex was not just making things up. It was actual certainly. 

Now, Richard Sullivan’s household had ultimately quit speaking. 

The 3 participants of their family had all held their breath as well as really felt worse than 

consuming feces. The only objective of Richard’s excitement to host this dinner was to show 

off as well as boast concerning Andy, that had been researching abroad for several years. 

Therefore, the atmosphere of the reception was brought off course before they also reached 

the primary topic and also before the recipes were even offered. 

The dynamic dinner event that must have been a fight of wits between both, had become 

Alex’s showtime. 

After Alex had actually made his presence understood, he went back to consume in 

tranquility, as if absolutely nothing had occurred. 

The other individuals existing were not as calm as Alex. Each of them had their own agenda, 

however no one made a sound, and also they all ate begrudgingly. Every person had 

actually not eaten their lunch, now that they were facing a table loaded with delicious food, 

they had no cravings whatsoever. 

In less than 10 minutes, they all put down their forks and also did not have the heart to 

proceed. 

No person knew what was taking place, however seemed like sitting here was also gloomy 

and was also worse than being in jail. 

Richard Sullivan’s objective in organizing this dinner had not been achieved, so he did not 

want to get the costs and also intentionally postponed for some time. He was let down 

since no one offered to spend for the meal. Also the constantly charitable Victor Sullivan sat 

stunned. 



Helplessly, Richard had no choice yet to call the waitress in. 

” Inspect please!”. 

The waitress addressed, “The supervisor simply told me that there is a Black Gold member 

right here. If the costs is paid by a person with a Black Gold Membership Card, then you can 

exercise the advantage of getting this dish at no cost.”. 

” A Black Gold member?”. 

Richard immediately became interested. He took a look around the table and also his eyes 

ultimately fixed on Victor Sullivan. 

” Victor, why are you still hiding your Black Gold Membership Card? It’s the dining 

establishment that offers us a free meal. It’s not like you’re spending for it. Were you never 

ever going to tell us if the waiter had not discussed it?”. 

Victor looked confused. 

” I’m not.”. 

” Still claiming? Who else below besides you is eligible to obtain a Black Gold Membership 

Card?”. 

” No, I really do not …”. 

Alex saw that the Sullivan bros will say and helplessly secured his Black Gold Membership 

Card. 

” Right here it is.”. 

Suddenly, everybody seated was dumbfounded. 

The steward stalked Alex promptly as well as asked professionally, “Sir, will you be footing 

the bill?”. 

Alex did away with his Black Gold Membership Card. The corners of his lips snuggled and 

exposed a significant smile … 



 


